Letter to the Hague Prosecutor's Office

By Anna Von Reitz
18th of April
Information and Evidence Unit
Office of the Prosecutor
P.O. Box 19519
2500 CM The Hague
The Netherlands
Dear Sirs:
We are facing a crisis in the long process to restore lawful government to the actual
United States and continue to suffer false claims and insupportable, outlawed
practices which the so-called Territorial United States and Municipal United States
corporations have been attempting to foist off on the actual states and people.
On May 1, 2017, they propose to set up a deliberate fraud scheme to attack and
defraud millions upon millions of innocent people utilizing the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico as a base of operations. This has been done before as part of the
fraudulent 1930’s bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc., and is apparently
being done in preparation for a similar fraud scheme related to the bankruptcy of the
UNITED STATES, INC. The scheme has been prepared for by the Obama
Administration and is apparently being carried through by the Trump Administration.
The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, a member of the Territorial United States
organization, is bankrupting its primary electrical utility corporation. This in itself is
hardly worthy of mention on a global scale and would occasion little comment or
concern, except that Mr. Obama created millions of purported “franchises” which are
supposedly stand as sureties for this particular Puerto Rican public utility.
These “franchises” are all identified using alphabetic ACCOUNT designators that
appear to be the names of living Americans--- for example, Alfred T. Krebs or
ALFRED T. KREBS. It isn’t certain yet whether they will attempt to use Glossa
against our Judicial Notice of Fraud and Violation issued last May or not, but their
intention has been clearly stated in the press. A copy of the Judicial Notice of Fraud
and Violation has been included in a letter (copy also attached) to U.S. Attorney
General Jeffrey Sessions.
When unsuspecting Americans receive bills addressed to these foreign public
transmitting utilities, they pay them under the false assumption that these bills are
legitimately addressed to them. The actual bills are already being paid out of the
U.S. Treasury, so the perpetrators pocket the difference and say that these
additional payments are “donations” and “gifts”----but are really the fruits of unjust
enrichment, extortion, racketeering, and fraud committed by employees against their
trusting employers.

It is international mail fraud, international identity theft, and involuntary conscription
amounting to international slavery and racketeering being implemented via similar
names deceits and the illegal and prohibited use of Glossas and false names. Please
note that these Accounts/ACCOUNTS which use middle initials are not even legal
names for lack of specificity.
This is also constructive fraud on a massive scale which has been prepared with
malice aforethought by foreign governmental services corporations operating as
crime syndicates on our shores. The essence of the crime is clearly established.
They kidnap, press-gang, and coerce Americans to sign up for programs that only US
Territorial or US Municipal employees are eligible for, then falsely claim that these
people are “voluntarily” functioning as either Territorial or Municipal “citizens” and
are then subject to their private corporation statutes, regulations, and codes.
Mr. Jeffrey Sessions, functioning as the U.S. Attorney General, has been given full
warning with regard these deliberate anticipated crimes on our shores as well as a
copy of our Judicial Notice of Fraud and Violation which was also sent to you last
May.
Sincerely,
Judge Anna Maria Riezinger
cc: Letter to U.S. Attorney General Jeffrey Sessions (two pages)
Copy of Judicial Notice of Fraud and Violation/May 31 2016 (two pages)

